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Here's a complete reference that will appeal to collectors of militaria, or anyone interested in world

or military history. Fascinating glimpses of the British Empire unfold in this detailed study of medals

awarded to British Army troops over more than two centuries. Covers military battles and campaigns

waged from 1791 through the Gulf War.
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Format:Hardcover Medal collectors and military history enthusiasts will find this book to be a useful

source of reference. It describes most of the British Army Campaign Medals which were struck and

issued between 1793 and the present and provides an interesting synopsis of the campaigns which

were fought and the histories associated with each medal. Finally the book is nicely illustrated and

contains photographs of some very fine specimens. A first class buy. --A CustomerThis without a

doubt is one of the best books on sale dealing with British Army Campaign medals , the author

gives little pen pictures of the battles for which a medal covers the coloured plates are superb I am

so very pleased to have it on my book shelf Well worth having to any one who studies British

Military history as well as medal collectors. A MUST HAVE BOOK. --Clive DickensAs a long

standing collector of British military medals ...I found this title to be one of the better books I have

read on the subject. Included are some good quality images and descriptions of original campaign

medals as well as a short summary of the conflict or operations for which the medal was awarded.

The only thing this book lacks is information for collector's on the actual past-time of medal



collecting itself with information on buying, selling, displaying, etc. etc. which would would have

made it a true collector's guide. Nevertheless it is certainly worth buying. --A Collector

Format:Hardcover Medal collectors and military history enthusiasts will find this book to be a useful

source of reference. It describes most of the British Army Campaign Medals which were struck and

issued between 1793 and the present and provides an interesting synopsis of the campaigns which

were fought and the histories associated with each medal. Finally the book is nicely illustrated and

contains photographs of some very fine specimens. A first class buy.

Medal collectors and military history enthusiasts will find this book to be a useful source of

reference. It describes most of the British Army Campaign Medals which were struck and issued

between 1793 and the present and provides an interesting synopsis of the campaigns which were

fought and the histories associated with each medal. Finally the book is nicely illustrated and

contains photographs of some very fine specimens. A first class buy.

Great book on British Medals

This book is poorly researched. Its missing The Air Crew Europe Star from WW2- a puzzling

omission being its the rarest of all the WW2 Stars. Colour pictures of the Ribands is not good- dont

rely on these colours!. Not enough background on the medals and what the colours on the Ribands

represent. No mention as to why there are only 2 WW1 stars (they were not issued after 1915 as

the soldiers were all considered to be 'conscripts' and not worthy of a Star) etc. A very basic book-

for raw beginners only!
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